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At the Spanish Pavilion you will find 38 innovative 
mobile tech companies from all over Spain. 
An attractive showcase of a dynamic, modern high 
tech domestic industry, focused on innovation and 
internationalization.



ICEX - SPAIN TRADE AND INVESTMENT
ICEX Spain Trade and Investment is a public business organization which works worldwide with 
the objective of promoting the internationalization of Spanish companies in order to improve their 
competitiveness as well as boosting foreign investment in Spain. ICEX offers its services through 
31 Provincial and Territorial Trade Offices in Spain, 98 Economic and Commercial Offices 
Worldwide and 19 Business Centres abroad. Every year, ICEX organizes around 1.200 promotio-
nal activities in foreign markets and answers over 90.000 queries on internationalization.

RED.ES
Red.es is the public corporate entity attached to Secretary of State for Digital Advancement 
(SEAD) which executes the plans and public policies of the Digital Agenda for Spain. Its main 
areas include the empowerment of innovation and entrepreneurship; the stimulation of the 
digital economy (with particular emphasis on SMEs digitalization); the digital public services 
(specially in healthcare and education) and the development of smart cities.

ENISA
Enisa is a state-owned company under the auspices of the Ministry of Industry, Commerce and 
Tourism that promotes the creation, growth and consolidation of Spanish SMEs, actively 
participating in the financing of viable and innovative business projects and stimulating the 
venture capital market through participative loans. Since its creation, Enisa granted more than 
5,900 loans amounting to €890 M to more than 5,300 Spanish SMEs. Every year Enisa is 
handling around €100 M budget.

INCIBE
The Spanish National Cybersecurity Institute (INCIBE), a dependant institution of the Spanish 
Ministry of Economy and Business through the Secretary of State for Digital Progress, is the 
entity of reference for the development of cybersecurity and the digital trust of citizens, the 
spanish academic and research network and companies, particularly for strategic sectors. 
INCIBE is an instrument of the Government for the development of cybersecurity as an engine 
of social transformation and an opportunity for innovation and bases its activities on research, 
the provision of services and the coordination with agents with competencies in the area, 
leading cybersecurity activities at a national and international level.
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ACERODOCS
Protect your documents wherever they are.
Encryption of documents and remote control of them, 
through the IRM logic.

www.acerodocs.com

info@acerodocs.com
@acerodocs_app
linkedin.com/company/acerodocs/
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Stand NumberT3.15

AFTERBANKS
Afterbanks, the payment initiator PSD2 that 
compliance with all banks at real time with 
the encryption security system of 256 bits.
We are a company in which we develop a new product 
through an API, faster and more secure than the current 
payment gateways, using the infrastructure of each bank, 
with its corresponding security to order a transfer from a 
customer's bank account to that of a trade instantly. This 
payment initiation product will therefore allow the develop-
ment of alternative payment gateways to current ones, and 
will even allow instantaneous payments to be made 
throughout Europe with lower commissions. In addition, our 
product will save tens of thousands of euros a day to large 
icomers.

www.afterbanks.com

david.lozano@afterbanks.com
@Afterbanks_
linkedin.com/company/morpheus-aiolos-s-l-/
instagram.com/afterbanks.es/
facebook.com/afterbanks/

Stand NumberT2.30



ANCORA
Your mobile experience beyond the
smartphone.
Smartphones are great tools at work, but on some jobs, we 
can’t use them. Either they waste more time than they save, 
or just their size and interfaces are constraining.

Ancora transforms smartphones into more powerful tools at 
work:

• improving mobility workflows,

• integrating smartphones with other devices,

• enhancing mobile experience,

• giving full control over the information.

Ancora works enabling mobile apps to build interactive 
workflows beyond the smartphone. We provide interaction 
roaming through virtual user interfaces across devices, 
secure exchange of information and management of remote 
peripherals from the apps.

www.getancora.com

ancora@getancora.com
@getancora
linkedin.com/company/getancora/
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Stand NumberT2.27

B!PLAY
Boosting business with digital content 
rewards.
B!Play is the ultimate reward solution. Our platform allows brands 
to engage with their audiences using all types of digital content 
as incentives. We are delivering movies, series, sports events, 
concerts, games, apps, whatever needed to create meaningful 
connections. It is totally scalable cloud service with the most 
relevant functionalities for decision-making in global 
sales/marketing strategies. The solution and business model are 
tried and tested by global leading brands and top content 
partners, including Viacom International Media Networks, Sony 
Pictures, 20th Century Fox, Xbox and Bloomberg, among others.

www.bhubplay.com

fgarcia@bhubplay.com
@bhubplay
linkedin.com/company/b-play-global-content/

Stand NumberT2.22



BIEL GLASSES
We adapt the world to your eyes.
Biel is the name of a child who has low vision, a visual 
disability 7 times more common than blindness that cannot 
be corrected with regular glasses, medicine, or surgery.  
Patient surveys show that mobility issues are the more 
handicapping effect of low vision.  A team of technology, 
optometry and medicine experts have joined to create digital 
glasses that use 3D Vision, AI and Mixed Reality to enhance 
reality, detecting and signaling obstacles and providing other 
functions to improve mobility and personal autonomy of 
people with low vision.

www.bielglasses.com

jaume@bielglasses.com
@BielGlasses
linkedin.com/company/biel-glasses/
facebook.com/BielGlasses/

7

Stand Number

BrandYourShoes
Customized sneakers for companies.
Create amazing sneakers with your logo or design in your 
smartphone. BrandYourShoes is the new fashion and branding 
company that provides quality and innovation in the footwear 
industry. Our full ID-Custom system allows you to customize your 
sneakers choosing the shape, materials, colors and you can  
upload your logo in the shoe. Provide your team or customers 
with a unique and trending product like sneakers. Choose any of 
our vintage or modern shapes and start designing with your 
corporate colors and brand.

www.brandyourshoes.com/es/

marta@brandyourshoes.com
@brandyourshoes
linkedin.com/company/brand-your-shoes/?originalSubdomain=es/
instagram.com/brandyourshoes/
facebook.com/brandyourshoes/

Stand Number

T3.8

T3.20
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CHECKEALOS
Don't say lean, Do lean.
Checkealos makes it easy to eliminate bad, costly 
experiences and increase ROI by getting real customer 
insights for websites and mobile apps. It is the online platform 
that provides practical customer behaviour insights to create 
engaging digital user experiences. Focused for the lean, 
omni-channel, data driven and go-getter mindsets to remove 
conversion roadblocks, increase engagement and boost 
sales.

www.checkealos.com

alberto.morales@checkealos.com
@checkealos
linkedin.com/company/checkealos-com/
instagram.com/checkealos/?hl=es/
facebook.com/checkealos/

Stand NumberT2.29

CHIARA
The most advanced online course to improve 
your communication skills.
Chiara is the first virtual reality simulator that offers objective 
and online feedback through Artificial Intelligence.

www.bechiara.com

gelen@teamtraining.es
@Chiara__VR
linkedin.com/company/27246583/admin/
instagram.com/Chiara__VR/
facebook.com/Chiara-VR-1291643437603164/

Stand NumberT3.9
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CHINA Communications Consultants
Connecting with the Chinese consumer.
China Communication Consultants is responsible for launching 
and promoting of brands in the Chinese market and in all the 
Chinese communities around the world.
Our goal is to promote a strong connection between the brand 
and Chinese consumers, to improve the image and loyalty to the 
product and to create a differential factor through digital 
marketing campaigns. 
We give the possibility to do in-house marketing through our 
technological tool, allowing them to publish and control the 
contents published in Chinese social networks without needing to 
know Chinese language and how Chinese social networks work.

www.chinasocialmedia.net

info@chinasocialmedia.net
@CSMglobal
linkedin.com/company/csm-china-social-media/
facebook.com/Chinasocialmedia.net/

Stand NumberT3.3                 

COINSCRAP
Saving can be as easy as spending.
CoinScrap is an asset management App making saving as easy 
as spending. We have redesigned the user saving journey to 
improve the saving experience. We create digital spare change 
for each card or bank account transactions, and transfer 
automatically the spare change into financial products or for 
donations, enabling users to learn saving based on their 
individual behaviors.

We allow users to customize saving rules such (round ups, save 
share of incomes or spendings, recurring deposits frequency, 
save when they complete a certain amount of step, when their 
football team wins a game, everytime they post on social 
networks etc). Also an asset management bot help them help 
to focus on extra amount that could be savedMillennials can 
remain the same, our set of customizable saving rules At 
coinScrap we make saving entertaining and easy, users can 
maintain their habits while our rules run in the background.

www.coinscrap.com

david.conde@coinscrap.com
@coin_scrap
linkedin.com/company/coinscrap/
instagram.com/coinscrap/
facebook.com/coinscrap/

Stand NumberT2.34                 
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DATTIUM Technology
Industrial Data Analytics.
Dattium, spin-off from the Universitat Politecnica de Catalunya 
(UPC), is specialized in the development of analytical 
algorithms for industrial applications. Dattium uses 
data-driven models and artificial intelligence algorithms for 
pattern recognition in the full set of measured variables by the 
scada of an industrial process or/and industrial machinery. 
Our algorithms combine classification and novelty techniques 
in order to detect and identify deviations from the optimum 
behaviour. The algorithms don’t need a large data base for 
training and are able to incorporate knowledge along the 
time.

www.dattium.com

maria.quiles@dattium.com
@dattium
linkedin.com/company/dattium/
instagram.com/dattium/

Stand NumberT3.19

ECERTIC Digital Solutions 
Electronic signature and digital 
identification without an app.
Ecertic is pioneer in technological developments in the areas 
of electronic signature and digital identity. We apply 
technologies such as artificial intelligence, machine learning 
and face biometrics, to digital transformation and Know Your 
Customer, creating flexible systems of electronic contracting, 
providing the maximum legal guarantees. We have achieved 
national and international recognitions thanks to our 
innovative products and solutions.

www.ecertic.com

rtapias@ecertic.com
@ecertic
linkedin.com/company/ecertic/

Stand NumberT3.16
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EURO-FUNDING
Public funds, tax and cost solutions.
Euro-Funding began operating in 1996 and became the first 
Spanish consulting firm exclusively specialized in managing 
public financing of R&D and innovation projects. Been pioneer 
in advising large industrial groups in the management of fiscal 
incentives to innovation. A few years later our clients begin to 
demand additional services in order to improve their bottom 
line: optimization of taxes related to real estate, cost 
consulting and sustainable strategies for business develop-
ment projects. In addition, we have been weaving an 
international network of offices, which continues in full 
expansion.

www.euro-funding.com/es/

lgarcia@euro-funding.com
@euro_funding
linkedin.com/company/euro-funding-advisory-group/
facebook.com/euro-funding/

Stand NumberT2.24

FINDALIA.com
Manage your invoices and warranties of 
your products.
Findalia.com is a free tool that allows you to manage receipts, 
invoices, and warranties of your purchases and products.

Findalia offers a free website, which can help you to locate 
the owner of a product in case of theft or loss by its serial 
number once you edit this information as public in your 
account.

Manufacturers and resellers can use our API to reduce the 
costs of warranty service, assurance traceability and stay in 
contact with their customers.

Property and status of any identified product are registered by 
blockchain technology.

www.findalia.com

jorge@findalia.com
@Findalia_com
linkedin.com/company/findalia/
facebook.com/FindaliaApp/

Stand NumberT2.33                 
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GLUE Digital
We help organizations and individuals to 
thrive in a connected world.
Glue.gl is a user-centered design agency, which develops 
scalable, robust and usable digital products. We combine 
digital strategy, UX, design and technological development to 
help organizations and individuals to grow in a connected 
world.

We are a small global company that presents innovative 
solutions for sectors such as health, communication or data 
collection and analysis.

www.glue.digital

iria@glue.digital
@Gluegl
linkedin.com/company/glue-interactiva/

Stand NumberT2.28

GRADIANT
Connectivity · Intelligence · Security.
Gradiant is private technology ICT centre focused on 
connectivity, intelligence and security technologies. Gradiant 
is an innovation provider, with over 10 years of experience on 
technology incubation and more than 100 engineers, 
Gradiant has a footprint in 29 countries and over 230 
customers. 

After ten years of activity, Gradiant has quintupled the license 
agreements of its innovation projects in the last two years, 
which already reach 150 licenses in 18 countries. Some 
recent public international references include Telefónica, 
Vodafone, Samsung, Huawei, Inditex, PSA Peugeot Citroen, 
NATO, Indra, Everis Babcock international, and Boeing.

www.gradiant.org

comunicacion@gradiant.org
@Gradiant
linkedin.com/company/gradiant/
facebook.com/GradiantCT/

Stand NumberT3.1
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INNSOMNIA Accelerator
Innsomnia innovators that dreams.
Innsomnia is an innovation hub that specialises in the 
acceleration and incubation of technology-based projects.  
Through an agreement with leading companies that trust the 
entity to incorporate the latest innovations into their business 
model. Our model focuses on providing talent with the best 
possible conditions in which to grow.  We create an 
environment based on trust between startups and 
companies. We do not request capital from the startup, we 
only help them to invoice, grow and consolidate.

www.innnsomnia.es

info@innsomnia.es
@Inn_Somnia
linkedin.com/company/innsomnia/
facebook.com/InnsomniaFintech/

Stand NumberT2.21

INVELON
VR & AR Solutions.
Invelon VR is a technological consultancy that applies the 
latest technologies of augmented and virtual reality. Our 
mission is to accompany the industry in the implementation of 
immersive or virtual technologies. All of our projects start with 
a technological consultancy, a software development and a 
business accompanying in the implementation of the solution 
developed.

www.invelon.com

joanfolguera@invelon.com
twitter.com/InvelonTech
linkedin.com/company/invelon/
instagram.com/invelontech/
facebook.com/Invelon-724703517901303/

Stand NumberT2.25                 
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JUMP Data-Driven Video
The advanced insights and AI platform for 
the video business.
JUMP is a business analytics solution that helps video service 
providers gain actionable business insights about their 
audience and content performance, churn management to 
retain users, identify the clusters that video users belong to, 
and personalize the video experience through data. JUMP is 
allowing video industry transformation to the next generation 
of video services for the next generation of video customers. 
JUMP is built on the foundations of cutting-edge Big Data 
and Artificial Intelligence technology customized for the video 
industry.

www.jumptvs.com

pedro@jumptvs.com
@jumptvs
linkedin.com/company/jump-tv-solutions/
facebook.com/jumptvs/

Stand NumberT3.5

LACTAPP
The Maternity Expert in your pocket.
LactApp provides Artificial Intelligence in novel use cases:  
Breastfeeding and Maternity. It has developed an innovative 
approach to lower health costs and improve women’s 
experiences. In only 2 years the company solves over 35.000 
consultations per week through a mobile app and is 
developing innovative features to early diagnose mammary 
pathology that will improve the current public health 
worldwide.

www.lactapp.com

enric@lactapp.es
@LactApp
linkedin.com/company/lactapp/
instagram.com/lactapp_lactancia/
facebook.com/LactApp/

Stand NumberT3.17
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NEURAFY
Tailored IA assistants.
Neurafy allows companies to connect machines with people 
using natural language. Our voice and chat assistants 
automate customer service processes, offering a humanized, 
intelligent language capable of offering unique conversations 
for each client. Our voice assistants also allow companies to 
connect devices with people through natural language, 
integrating them in any type of hardware, such as robotic 
arms, industrial machines or domotic houses.

www.neurafy.com

ivan@neurafy.com
@neurafy
linkedin.com/company/neurafy/
instagram.com/neurafy/
facebook.com/Neurafy-1763162383960325/

Stand NumberT3.7

NoMorePass
Forget your passwords!
NoMorePass is a mobile-based solution for securely storing 
users' credentials on their own smartphone. NoMorePass has 
a protocol for the exchange of credentials that allows, in a 
convenient, safe and immediate way, to transfer keys to the 
destination service avoiding the need to memorize the keys or 
to store them in less secure places. In addition, the app 
allows you to generate new, secure passwords for any 
service so you do not need to remember.

www.nomorepass.com

espinosa@nomorepass.com
@nomorepass_
linkedin.com/company/nomorepass/
facebook.com/nomorepass/

Stand NumberT3.4                
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NUKULA
Easy, we build healthy shopping baskets 
reading the nutrition labels for you.
People’s interest on developing a healthy diet is rinsing, 
however they usually lack the knowledge to identify the 
healthiest choice in a grocery shop or how to build a 
balanced diet. To satisfy this new need we created Nukula, 
an online grocery shopping application which includes a food 
recommendation software. Nukula turns the user’s shopping 
list into a healthy and balanced basket, by comparing all the 
available products in their usual supermarket and selecting 
the best options based on their ingredients.

www.nukula.es

m.ugarte@nukula.es
@Nukulapp
linkedin.com/company/nukulapp/
instagram.com/nukula_app/
facebook.com/Nukulapp/

Stand NumberT3.14

n

NUTRASIGN
Know your food!
NutraSign is a solution backed by Blockchain technology that 
allows food companies to improve their traceability system. It 
offers security, transparency and confidence to all those 
involved in the supply chain all the way until the final 
consumer.

www.nutrasign.io

info@nutrasign.io
@nutrasign
linkedin.com/company/nutrasign/
instagram.com/nutrasign/
facebook.com/nutrasign/

Stand NumberT3.2
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OK LOCATED
Smart Destination and Proximity Marketing 
Indoor & Outdoor through Bluetooth, 
compatible all over the world.
Bluetooth-based technology solution to easily turn cities into 
Smart Destinations and a powerful Mobile Proximity 
Marketing tool to increase sales in retail stores, restaurants, 
bars, hotels and tourism promotion, using Bluetooth beacons 
without using GPS, working indoor & outdoor and without 
exhaust the battery of Smartphones quickly. A compatible 
application anywhere in the world.

They can also analyze and process the data generated by 
their customers (Big Data) and respond to their needs much 
more effectively, immediately and centrally.

www.oklocated.com

info@oklocated.com
@OKLocated
linkedin.com/in/ok-located-5248ab108/
instagram.com/oklocated/
facebook.com/oklocated.es/

Stand NumberT2.32

Bluetooth Solutions

OPEN CLOUD FACTORY
This is your corporate network. Do you know 
everything that is connected to it? We do.
Open Cloud Factory, has the most advanced and innovative 
technological solution. OpenNAC Enterprise provides 
companies with full visibility into all assets that are connected 
to their corporate network, as well as full control over them. It 
also has adaptive digital Defense offers visibility and control in 
the OT field. Provide the total visibility of everything connected 
to industrial environments.

www.opencloudfactory.com

info@opencloudfactory.com
@opennac
linkedin.com/company/open-cloud-factory/

Stand NumberT2.23                
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POWERTOYOURSEO
Improve your SEO  rankings with the help of 
the SEO experts. Automate your clients´SEO 
reports with Powertoyourseo. Review of 
more than 200 seo factors on the website.
PowerToYourSEO is an automation tool to improve the 
website rankings of your business in the search engines.

This platform is intended to help:

-Small and medium sized businesses that can not afford a 
consultant or an SEO agency.

-Freelance or professional SEO experts who need a tool to 
generate reports and to automate the SEO process for the 
client.

www.powertoyourseo.com

juanan@internetrepublica.com
@Power2YourSeoES
linkedin.com/company/powertoyourseo-english/
facebook.com/powertoyourseo/

Stand NumberT3.10

PREDICTIVA
1st AI based technology to robotize 
compliance & quality control in call centers!
PREDICTIVA is a research-led AI company unlocking the 
value of qualitative data present in unstructured voice data 
recordings. Our technology CLARA turns voice calls into an 
automated source of extracting and categorizing information 
and customers´ feedback. Our goal is to be the global leading 
company in the robotization of quality control and compliance 
audits in phone interactions (customer support, sales, loyalty 
and back office calls) industry agnostic. CLARA processes 
thousands of recordings in parallel and interprets the 
outcome of each call at a much higher speed than any 
human being.

www.predictiva.io

pablo@predictiva.io
@Predictivaio
linkedin.com/company/predictivaio/

Stand NumberT2.35
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SITUM INDOOR POSITIONING
Smartphone indoor positioning platform for 
visitor wayfinding and workforce tracking 
and monitoring.
Situm provides an SDK for Android & iOS that estimates 
location inside buildings with high precisión without using 
dedicated hardware. Its core technology combines 
pre-existing environmental information (magnetic fields, 
Bluetooth, WIFI) with inertial information from smartphones 
(gyroscope accelerometer, compass).

Situm SDK is also the most feature-rich solution: works 
offline, inside and outside the pocket, has a low battery 
consumption and can automatically detect the floor level.

Situm technology is being used for wayfinding and tracking 
solutions by top companies in telco, security, healthcare, 
facility management, travel or industry 4.0 wolrdwide.

www.situm.es

situm@situm.es
@situm_es
linkedin.com/company/situmtechnologies/
facebook.com/situm.es/

Stand NumberT3.13

SMART IOT LABS
New generation Virtual Assistant for the home, more 
intelligent, proactive and autonomous than Smart 
Speakers. State-of-the-art Artificial Intelligence and 
Super-Sensors for “sensing” family habits, reasoning 
and acting without explicit commands.
Smart IoT Lab is a startup whose vision is to redefine the 
concept of “Smart Home” by using state-of-the-art technologies 
like Artificial Intelligence and the Internet of Things. Simple and 
transparent technology for improving everyone’s life at home.

www.smartiotlabs.com

info@smartiotlabs.com
@smartiotlabs
linkedin.com/company/smart-iot-labs/
youtube.com/channel/UCVTlNeFbBBoyNwEEIJQ3xzw

Stand NumberT2.26                
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SOCIAL REACHER
SocialReacher is a corporate 
communication tool based on the concept 
of employee advocacy.
SocialReacher is a platform which lets you easily include a 
gamification component within your company. With 
SocialReacher, you can establish a catalog of incentives or 
rewards that are available to your collaborators (employees, 
partners ...) when they achieve a certain number of points. 
These points will be obtained by fulfilling various opportunities 
based on the dissemination of certain messages on social 
networks.

www.socialreacher.com

juanan@internetrepublica.com
@socialreacher
linkedin.com/company/socialreacher/
facebook.com/socialreacherES/

Stand NumberT3.12

SOCIALPUBLI
We are all influencers.
Platform that connects brand with influencers.

www.socialpubli.com

ismael@socialpubli.com
@SocialPubli_es
linkedin.com/company/socialpubli/
instagram.com/socialpubli/
facebook.com/socialpubliES/

Stand NumberT3.11
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TALENTOO
Talentoo connects job offers with CVs 
uploaded by headhunters. Pay only if 
successful and choose the price.
ARE YOU HIRING?
Imagine an employment platform WITHOUT CANDIDATES.
In Talentoo you publish your job offers and headhunters from 
all over the world, specialized in your profiles, propose you 
their best candidates. You would get very good CVs with very 
little time on your part.
Imagine that you ONLY PAY IF YOU HIRE.
Imagine that you CHOOSE THE RATE of our service.
All digital, with all the functionalities so that you can easily 
centralize all your selection processes.
Talentoo is the social network of recruitment, a b2b platform 
of new economy.
Your selection processes will no longer be the same.

www.talentoo.net

info@talentoo.net
@TalentooNet
linkedin.com/company/talentoo-net/
facebook.com/TalentooB2B/

Stand NumberT2.38

TYRIS AI
Machine Learning for Industry.
Tyris AI, a technology company focused on the industrial 
sector specialized in optimization of production processes 
through advanced data analytics using Machine Learning 
Technologies. Our solutions are mainly based on the 
intelligent processing of data coming from production 
environments. We specialize in Predictive Maintenance 
Systems, Predictive Quality Control, Energy Efficiency, and 
Supply Chain Optimization. Thanks to our predictive 
technology, we have received the 2018 Innovation Award 
granted by the construction company Sacyr and the Ministry 
of Science and Innovation.

www.tyris.ai

manuel@tyris.ai
@tyrissoftware
linkedin.com/company/tyris-ai/
facebook.com/tyris.software/

Stand NumberT2.37                
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UNNAX
Unnax is a provider of Open Banking 
solutions to obtain customer financial data, 
automate payment processes, and make 
identity and AML checks automatically.
Unnax is a Fintech company that specializes in developing 
innovative banking solutions based on the 'Open Banking' 
paradigm and PSD2. Our tools enable businesses to obtain 
bank account data from their customers, automate payment 
processes, and make identity and AML checks automatically. 
We believe that smarter banking technology can solve many 
common business problems, and our goal is to provide our 
clients with the technological infrastructure they need to scale 
and grow.

www.unnax.com

julian.diazsantos@unnax.com
@UnnaxPayments
linkedin.com/company/unnax-payment-systems/
instagram.com/unnaxpayments/
facebook.com/unnaxpayments/

Stand NumberT3.6

WATERREVIVE
Full protection for phones.
Waterrevive offers full protection services for Smartphones.

www.waterrevive.com

distribucion@waterrevive.com
@waterrevive
linkedin.com/company/waterrevive/
instagram.com/waterrevive/
facebook.com/WaterreviveES/

Stand NumberT2.31
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WEFISH
Start your own Fishing Diary, meet anglers 
from around the world and enjoy with all 
kind of catches, both freshwater and 
saltwater.
Mobile Fishing App based in the creation of a fishing diary, 
allowing to plan your future fishing journeys, analyzing your 
fishing statistics, leveling up your character through a game 
system and enjoy catches around the world.

www.wefish.es

alberto.manul@ipak.es
@WeFish_Fishing
linkedin.com/company/wefish-diario-de-pesca/
instagram.com/wefish_fishing/
facebook.com/WeFish.FishingDiary/

Stand NumberT3.18

WonderBits
Development of beautiful software solutions 
for Big Data, Business Intelligence Artificial 
Intelligence and Machine Learning while 
caring for the User Experience on desktop, 
SmartTV & Mobile devices.
We offer software development services for companies that 
need Big Data Processing and Visualization, Machine 
Learning & Artificial Intelligence solutions, Integration with 
other companies in their Data Flow or swift & great looking 
SmartTV & Mobile Applications, all with a great Usability and 
User Experience.

One of our successful products is a Digital Assistant for 
Business that opens the data analysis world to a wider 
audience by its Usability as a chat-bot.

www.wonderbits.net

dario@wonderbits.net
@WonderBitsNet
linkedin.com/company/wonderbits/
instagram.com/wonderbitsnet/
facebook.com/wonderbits/

Stand NumberT2.36                
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ICEX Spain Trade and Investment
ICT and Digital Content Department
ticscontenidos@icex.es
www.icex.es

ENISA
Empresa Nacional de Innovación
hola@enisa.es
www.enisa.es

INCIBE
Spanish National Cybersecurity Institute
info@incibe.es
www.incibe.es

Red.es Public Corporate 
Entity
emprendimiento@red.es
www.red.es

EUROPEAN UNION

EUROPEAN REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT FUND A way to make Europe


